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Location-Based

SerVIces In Termmals 

he handset—the mobile telephone, PDA, or special-purpose receiver—is not a
very good place to deploy services. The Internet end-to-end model did not take

into account that you might want to present a highly interactive, vividly graph-
ical service in a device that has a smaller processor than a Furby and less mem—
ory than the average technical calculator. ‘

As of this writing, the mobile terminals on the market do not have any imple-
mentations of hardware or software to support any of the terminal-based posi—
tioning solutions, for example, GPS or E—OTD. However, in order to fulfill the

accuracy requirements defined by FCC, if UL-TOA is not to be implemented,
software and hardware to support one of the terminal-based solutions (or
both) have to be added to the mobile terminals.

The better acCuracy of the position information 'obtainable, the more applica—
tions for location-dependent services are conceivable, and the more useful they
get. Therefore, some users may not find E-OTD sufficient with respect to obtain—
able accuracy for the services they are interested in. For these users, support for
Assisted GPS in the terminal should satisfy their need for accuracy, which is the
most accurate positioning solution for mobile terminal application. A terminal
with a GPS receiver will, however, cost a bit more, and some users may not want
to pay that extra amount for the accuracy enhancement compared to E-OTD.

Nor is the software required for the more interesting applications imple-
mented. Web phones—at least, in the foreseeable future—will receive a ready-
made presentation from the server. While they will probably have some limited

capability to execute Java code, 128KB of memory is not something that
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enables you to build particularly impressive services, although SVG viewers are

available that will work in a mobile phone. Still, there is a programming envi-

ronment for them that executes on their even punier companion processor, the

SIM card. There is also one pioneering device that has more programmability:

The Benefon Esc. ‘

bined Mobile Phones and GPS Receivers

Many GPS receivers have map services built in, but very few can communicate

fire—posifibfi'tha’t—flTéy—rec‘eive" t6"5n6ti1§r'§e‘rfiéé“t6 receive a response that1s

adapted to the request. An example of a device that can perform this task is the
Benefon ESC, which is a combined GSM mobile telephone and GPS receiver. This

device has a large enough window to present a position-dependent application—

for instance, with a map interface. That is an exception, however, and will most

likely remain that way for as long as the price ofmobile phones is a primary buy—

ing argument.

GPS receivers can be made small enough to be integrated into a handset, and

several manufacturers have demonstrated prototypes. Just having the GPS

receiver in the handset, however, means that you have to perform a cold start

every time you want to retrieve a position. You need a way of getting additional
data about the satellites to the GPS receiver. From a cold start with the almanac,

it typically takes two minutes to determine its position. A warm start takes

about oneminute; a hot start (with the last fix less than one minute old) takes

about 15 seconds. Wlthout the almanac, however, the time it takes to acquire the

satellites is approximately 12 minutes.

There is also another concern. When you are using a protocol like the WAP

Application Framework of LIF API, you send the position request along with

the identity for the terminal that is to be positioned to the application server or

MP0. All of the traffic concerning the positioning, including the execution of

triggered requests, can be done in the fixed network connecting the base sta-

tions to the MP0 (because you are asking for information that the network has

collected anyway). But when you have the positioning in the handset, you have

to transmit the position over the radio channel.

That might not seem so problematic, but consider the numbers. If 720 users in

a cell on a GSM network are sending position information messages of 256KB

every three seconds, that means they are using 400 kbit/s. The capacity of the

cell is 2160 kbit/s. So, they will be using some 18 percent of the capacity of the

cell for signaling.

Traffic modeling is more complicated, of course. Because the traffic tends to be

bursty, there are fixed allocations of capacity that are required for certain traf—

fic types and so on. But that simple calculation shows that just signaling would
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use up a significant portion of the traffic, assuming that the return messages
with the personalized information are the same, independent of the technology
used. Another matter is pricing. Nobody knows how the tariffs will be set in the

end, but given the charges of some European operators for the GPRS traffic

(the packet data traffic on the GSM network), it would become extremely
expensive to keep sending your position.  

Benefon Esc

 ------

Esc, built by the other Firmish mobile phone company, whichin a sense corn-
bines the best of th0 worlds (BenefonIS actually basedin Finland the same as
market leader Nokia, but it has never reached their market volumes and remains

specialized in niche applications). It is shown in Figure 11.1. While it uses GPS

and has all the mobile communications possibilities of a mobile phone, it actu-
’ ally loses out because the GPS function cannot handle assisted GPS.

Strictly speaking, with the Benefon Esc you are not developing for the mobile
phone; instead, you are developing for the system. The adaptation of the data
is done in the service center (in other words, the application server), and the
phone is providing coordinates that are used to adapt the data. The service
center is a specialized application server (although it should not be too hard

for application server developers to provide this kind of functionality if it
becomes popular). The phone has a built-in GPS receiver, but it can also

 
Figure 11.] The Benefon Esc,
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